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A DISCRETIZATION-ACCURATE STOPPING CRITERION FOR
ITERATIVE SOLVERS ON FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION∗
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Abstract. This paper introduces a localized duality-type error estimator for total energy error
of the finite element approximation obtained through an iterative solver. The algebraic part of the
total error is further estimated by the extrapolated convergence rate of the solver and the difference
between two consecutive iterates. A stopping criterion based on the reliability of these two estimators
is proposed to save the iterative solvers from over-solving.
1. Introduction. Consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem in a bounded
polygonal/polyhedral domain Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) for the diffusion equation as follows:
(1.1)
{
−∇·(A∇u) = f, in Ω,
u = g, on ∂Ω,
where A is a scalar diffusion coefficient, and the data f ∈ L2(Ω) and g ∈ L2(∂Ω).
In practice, the system of algebraic equations resulting from finite element ap-
proximation to (1.1) is often solved by iterative methods, e.g., Gauss-Seidel, conjugate
gradient, multigrid methods, etc. Instead of having the exact solution uT of the al-
gebraic system at hand, u¯T := u
(k)
T is the current output from an iterative solver,
where k is the number of iterations. The following total energy error of u¯T to the
solution u of the continuous problem (2.1) is to be measured (for the norm notations,
see section 2):
(1.2) ‖u− u¯T ‖2A︸ ︷︷ ︸
total error
= ‖uT − u¯T ‖2A︸ ︷︷ ︸
algebraic error
+ ‖u− uT ‖2A︸ ︷︷ ︸
discretization error
,
where ‖·‖A is the energy norm associated with the problem in (2.1).
The goal of this paper is to propose a stopping criterion for iterative solvers.
Suppose after k iterations, the algebraic error
∥∥uT − u(k)T ∥∥A has the same order of
magnitude with the discretization error ‖u− uT ‖A, and their ratio is an O(1) con-
stant. Then by (1.2): the total error can be bounded by
(1.3)
∥∥∥u− u(k)T ∥∥∥
A
≤ C ‖u− uT ‖A .
Suppose the operator associated with the iterative solver has the contraction property,
then performing another iteration of the solver reduces the algebraic error by an
amount being the same order with the discretization error:
(1.4)
∥∥∥uT − u(k+1)T ∥∥∥
A
≤
∥∥∥uT − u(k)T ∥∥∥
A
≤
∥∥∥u− u(k)T ∥∥∥
A
≤ C ‖u− uT ‖A .
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As a result, it is reasonable to stop. Because heuristically speaking, the current
iterate u¯(k)T is as close as uT , in terms of order, to the true solution u of the underlying
PDE. To this end, a computable total error estimator estimating total energy error
‖u− u¯T ‖A is constructed, as well as an algebraic error estimator estimating the alge-
braic error ‖uT − u¯T ‖A. The stopping criterion of the iterative solver is then based on
comparing the magnitudes of the estimated total error with the estimated algebraic
error, provided that the estimators represent their error counterparts reliably.
However, when the mesh is relatively coarse, meaning the discretization error
‖u− uT ‖A manifests itself in the total error ‖u− u¯T ‖A in (1.2), a single residual-
based estimator is not accurate enough to tell the adaptive finite element (AFEM)
algorithm whether to refine the mesh, or to perform extra iterations for the iterative
linear solver.
In [25, 21], an equilibrated flux was used to construct an a posteriori error esti-
mator for the iterate, which in our view is more suitable for the problem on relatively
coarse mesh. For the algebraic part of the error, the so-called “algebraic flux” was
firstly obtained by taking the difference of the equilibrated fluxes between iterations.
The algebraic error estimator was further constructed using this flux for the stopping
criterion. Notice in this approach, the algebraic error can only be estimated using the
information from several iterations, not a single iteration.
First, a locally post-processed flux based on the iterate u¯T is constructed using
equilibration techniques. The construction we will follow is based on a local H(div)-
lifting on vertex patches that has been studied by many researchers [9, 20, 27, 32, 15].
We note that due to the lack of the compatibility condition for the local problems
based on the current iterate u¯T , the overall construction used in those works needs to
be modified. In particular, the global reliability of the error estimator follows naturally
from the duality theory between the primary and the dual energy functionals to be
minimized and maximized respectively (e.g., Chapter 3 in [23]). For the estimator
proposed, the reliability bound is constant free for the total error estimator, and
the algebraic error estimator is independent of the coefficient jump ratio under the
quasi-monotonicy assumption [7, ?, 29] for the distribution of the diffusion coefficient
A.
Secondly, to construct the algebraic error estimator, the rate of the convergence
of an iterative solver is approximated based on the algebraic residual of consecutive
iterations. Then the algebraic error can be estimated using the fact that the rate of the
convergence is the largest eigenvalue of the error propagation matrix of the iterative
solver. In [25, 21], the aforementioned algebraic flux is used to estimate the difference
of the consecutive iterates measured in the energy norm
∥∥ukT − u(k+l)T ∥∥A, which is
not an estimator to measure
∥∥uT − u(k)T ∥∥A. In this paper, the algebraic estimator
directly estimates
∥∥uT − u(k)T ∥∥A through the connection between the difference of the
consecutive iterates and the algebraic error through the error propagation operator.
Its reliability is then proved when sufficiently many iterations have been performed.
Lastly, in Section 5, based on the algebraic estimator and the total error estimator,
a new stopping criterion for a given linear solver is verified numerically by some test
problems.
2. Finite element method and iterative solver. In this section all prelim-
inaries are presented. Denote H1(Ω) with a specified boundary value as H1g (Ω) :=
{v ∈ H1(Ω) : v = g on ∂Ω}, and then the variational problem of (1.1) is
(2.1) Find u ∈ H1g (Ω) such that
(
A∇u, ∇v) = (f, v), ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω),
2
where
(·, ·) denotes the L2-inner product on the whole domain.
Let T = {K} be a triangulation of Ω using simplicial elements. T is assumed to
be quasi-uniform and regular. For each K ∈ T , hK := diam (K) = O(|K|1/d). The
set of all the vertices of this triangulation is denoted by N . Throughout this paper,
the term “face” is used to refer the (d− 1)-facet of an d-simplex in this triangulation
(d = 2, 3). For d = 2 case, face actually represents edge. The set of all the interior
faces is denoted by F . For any F ∈ F , hF := diam (F ) = O(|F |1/(d−1)). Each
face F ∈ F is assigned with a fixed unit normal nF globally. For any function or
distribution v well-defined on the two elements sharing a face F respectively, define
[[v]]F = v
− − v+ on an interior face. The v− and v+ are defined in the limiting sense
v± = lim
→0±
v(x + nF ). If F is a boundary face, the function v is extended by zero
outside the domain to compute [[v]]
F
.
For the purpose of constructing the local error estimation procedure for finite
element approximation, the following local geometric objects notation are used in
this paper. Firstly denote Nω as the vertices in ω¯. For any vertex z ∈ N , denote by
ωz :=
⋃
{K∈T : z∈NK}K
as the vertex patch, which is the collection of all elements sharing z as a common
vertex. Now Tz stands for the triangulation of this patch such that Tz := {K : K ⊂
ωz}. Denote
ωK :=
⋃
z∈NKωz
as the element patch for K that contains all the elements sharing a vertex with K.
For a face F ∈ F , denote the face patch as
ωF :=
⋃
F∩∂K 6=∅K,
which contains the elements sharing F as a common face. The L2-inner product on
ω = ∪K ⊂ Ω is denoted as (·, ·)
ω
requiring no inter-element continuity across inter-
element faces: for u|K , v|K ∈ L2(K) on each K ⊂ ω, while the subscript is dropped
when ω = Ω, (
u, v
)
ω
:=
∑
K⊂ω
(u, v)K , ‖v‖20,ω := (v, v)ω,
and this notation carries through for the vector-valued functions. The “energy” semi-
norm associated with the problem (2.1) is (with slightly abuse of notation, the local
seminorm is denoted as a norm):
(2.2) ‖v‖2A :=
(
A∇u, ∇v) and ‖v‖2A,ω := (A∇u, ∇v)ω.
Let FK be the set of faces of an element K ∈ T . Denote the set of the interior
faces within ωz as:
Fz := {F ∈ F : F ∈ FK for K ⊂ ωz, F ∩ ∂ωz = ∅}.
Denote the H1-conforming linear finite element space by
(2.3) S1 := {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v∣∣
K
∈ P1(K), ∀ K ∈ T },
and the piecewise constant space with respect to the triangulation T by
(2.4) S0 := {v ∈ L2(Ω) : v∣∣
K
∈ P0(K), ∀ K ∈ T },
3
Then the finite element approximation to (2.1) is
(2.5)
{
Find uT ∈ S1 ∩H1g (Ω) such that(
A∇uT , ∇v
)
=
(
f, v
)
, ∀ v ∈ S1 ∩H10 (Ω).
For the presentation purpose, here it is assumed that both the diffusion coefficient
A and the data f are in S0, and denote A∣∣
K
= AK , f
∣∣
K
= fK . Additionally, the
Dirichlet boundary data g can be represented by the trace of a function in S1. In this
setting, no data oscillation term will be present in the final error estimate bounds.
Provided that the problem in (2.5) is assembled using the the nodal basis function
for (2.3), i.e. φzi being the Lagrange nodal basis function of S associated with an inte-
rior vertex zi in this triangulation. An iterative solver shall be used to approximately
solve the following linear system:
(2.6) Au = f .
The stiffness matrix A associated with problem (2.5) is A[i, j] = aij , where aij =(
A∇φzj , ∇φzi
)
. The u is the vector representation of the exact solution uT of the
discretized problem. The f is the vector representation of the right hand side of
problem (2.5), with i-th row f [i] of f being (f, φzi). Instead of applying a direct solver
such as MATLAB’s built-in A\f , a linear and symmetric iterative solver is applied on
problem (2.6), such as a full multigrid, a single multigrid V-cycle, or forward-backward
Gauss-Seidel sweepings. Let u(k) be the vector representation of the k-th iterate u(k)T
in the nodal basis.
Provided that the iterative solver is associated with a symmetric matrix B, one
iteration of the solver, for the linear system in (2.6) can be represented as follows.
Given the current iterate u(k), the following operation yields the new iterate u(k+1)
as the output:
(2.7) u(k+1) = u(k) + B(f −Au(k)),
and let the corresponding function in the finite element space be u(k+1)T . Here k ≥ 0,
and u(0) is the initial guess.
Next we define the norms for vectors and matrices: with the help of the context,
the usual 2-norm ‖·‖2 for a vector v ∈ Rn and a non-singular symmetric matrix
M ∈ Rn×n is defined by:
(2.8) ‖v‖2 :=
√
v · v and ‖M‖2 := sup‖v‖2=1
‖Mv‖2 = ρ(M),
respectively, where ρ(M) is the spectral radius of M equaling its largest eigenvalue.
The stiffness matrix A is symmetric positive definite for the Dirichlet boundary
value problem. As a result, A1/2 is non-singular and can be used to induce a norm:
(2.9) ‖v‖A :=
√
Av · v =
∥∥∥A1/2v∥∥∥
2
and ‖M‖A := sup‖v‖A=1
‖Mv‖A .
By definition it is straightforward to verify that:
(2.10) ‖M‖A = sup‖A1/2v‖
2
=1
∥∥∥A1/2Mv∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥A1/2MA−1/2∥∥∥
2
.
For a finite element function v and its vector representation v, the following equiva-
lence between vector norm and Sobolev norm holds as well:
(2.11) ‖v‖A = ‖v‖A .
4
3. A posteriori error estimation using equilibrated flux. In this section,
firstly the duality theory for the error estimation is introduced. Then a locally post-
processed flux based on the iterate u¯T := u
(k)
T for a fixed k ≥ 1 is constructed. Lastly
the reliability of the estimator based on this recovered flux is proved in order that a
stopping criterion can be designed for the iterative solver.
3.1. Duality theory. It is known that the variational problem in (2.1) can be
rewritten as a functional minimization problem, where the primal functional is:
(3.1) J (v) := 1
2
(
A∇v, ∇v)− (f, v)
Then problem (2.1) is equivalent to the following minimization problem:
(3.2) Find u ∈ H1g (Ω) such that J (u) = min
v∈H1g(Ω)
J (v).
The dual functional with respect to (3.1) is:
(3.3) J ∗(τ ) := −1
2
(
A−1τ , τ
)
.
The dual problem is then to maximize J ∗(τ ) in the following space:
(3.4) Σ := {τ ∈H(div; Ω) : ∇·τ = f},
and can be phrased as:
(3.5) Find σ ∈ Σ such that J ∗(σ) = max
τ∈Σ
J ∗(τ ).
The foundation to use the dual problem in constructing a posteriori error estima-
tor is that the minimum of the primal functional J (·) coincides with the maximum
of the dual functional J ∗(σ) (see [23] Chapter 3):
(3.6) J (u) = J ∗(σ) and σ = −A∇u.
Now that (3.6) is satisfied, then a guaranteed upper bound can be obtained as follows:
for any σT ∈ ΣT := Σ ∩RT 0 being a subspace of Σ, where RT 0 is the lowest order
Raviart-Thomas element (e.g., see [10]),
(3.7) ‖u− u¯T ‖2A = 2
(
J (u¯T )−J (u)
)
= 2
(
J (u¯T )−J ∗(σ)
)
≤ 2
(
J (u¯T )−J ∗(σT )
)
.
One of the main goals of this paper is to locally construct such σT based on the
current iterate u¯T , that the global reliability bound in (3.7) is automatically met,
meanwhile the local efficiency bound (locally the energy error is bounded below by
the estimator) is satisfied as well.
3.2. Localized flux recovery. Let σ∆ be the correction from the numerical
flux σT := −A∇u¯T to the true flux σ := −A∇u:
(3.8) σ∆ := σ − σT
Decompose σ∆ by a partition of unity {φz}z∈N , which is the set of the nodal basis
functions for the linear finite element space S1, as follows:
(3.9) σ∆ =
∑
z∈N
σ∆z with σ
∆
z := φzσ
∆.
5
Denote the element residual on an element K and the jump of the normal component
of the numerical flux on a face F by
rK :=
{
f +∇·(A∇u¯T )
}∣∣
K
= fK(3.10)
and jF := −[[A∇(u− u¯T ) · nF ]]F =
{
[[A∇u¯T · nF ]]F , if F ∈ Fz,
A∇(u− u¯T ) · nF , if F ⊂ ∂Ω,
(3.11)
respectively. Note that rK and jF are constants in K and on F if F is an interior
face, respectively. When z 6∈ ∂Ω is an interior vertex, σ∆z satisfies the following local
problem:
(3.12)

∇·σ∆z = φzrK −∇φz · ∇(u− u¯T ), on K ⊂ ωz,
[[σ∆z · nF ]]F = φzjF , on F ∈ Fz,
σ∆z · nF = 0, on F ⊂ ∂ωz.
If z lies on ∂Ω, then the equation in (3.12) on each K ⊂ ωz is unchanged, and the
normal fluxes on the faces of the patch ωz are as follows:
(3.13)
{
[[σ∆z · nF ]]F = φzjF , on F ∈ Fz and F 6⊂ ∂ωz ∩ ∂Ω,
σ∆z · nF = 0, on F ⊂ ∂ωz\∂Ω.
To approximate problem (3.12), an approximated correction flux σ∆z,T is sought
in the following broken lowest-order Raviart-Thomas space:
(3.14) RT 0−1,ωz :=
{
τ ∈ L2(ωz) : τ
∣∣
K
∈RT 0(K), ∀K ⊂ ωz
}
,
where RT 0(K) denotes the space consisting of the local Raviart-Thomas canonical
basis vector fields on K.
An explicit procedure, usually named by equilibration or hypercircle (see [8, 9]),
is used to construct σ∆z,T first. σ
∆
z,T satisfies the following problem on an interior
vertex patch ωz (z 6∈ ∂Ω):
(3.15)

∇·σ∆z,T = r¯K,z + cz, on K ⊂ ωz,
[[σ∆z,T · nF ]]F = j¯F,z, on F ∈ Fz,
σ∆z,T · nF = 0, on F ⊂ ∂ωz,
where r¯K,z and j¯F,z are defined as the L
2-projection of φzrK and φzjF onto the
constant space of K and interior F , respectively, for d = 2, 3:
(3.16)
r¯K,z := ΠK(φzrK) =
1
d+ 1
fK =
1
d+ 1
rK ,
j¯F,z := ΠF (φzjF ) =
1
d
[[(A∇u¯T ) · nF ]]F =
1
d
jF .
When z ∈ ∂Ω, cz = 0, and the normal fluxes in (3.15) are modified accordingly by
(3.13).
First and foremost, unlike all previous equilibration procedures designing for the
exact solution uT to discretized problem (2.5), without cz, the compatibility condition
for (3.15) is not automatically satisfied,∑
K⊂ωz
(
r¯K,z, 1
)
K
−
∑
F∈Fz
(
j¯F,z, 1
)
F
6= 0,
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which further results (3.15) not having a solution.
To guarantee the existence of solution to (3.15), an element-wise compensation
term cz is added on the right hand side of the divergence equation in (3.15). Notice
that the normal fluxes are kept unchanged so that the final recovered flux can still
fulfill the continuity condition of the space in (3.4). The cz is defined as a constant
on this vertex patch ωz enforcing the compatibility condition for (3.15):
(3.17)
∑
K⊂ωz
(
r¯K,z + cz, 1
)
K
−
∑
F∈Fz
(
j¯F,z, 1
)
F
= 0,
which, together with (3.16), yields for an interior vertex z
(3.18)
cz :=
1
|ωz|
( ∑
F∈Fz
(
j¯F,z, 1
)
F
−
∑
K⊂ωz
(
r¯K,z, 1
)
K
)
=
1
|ωz|
( ∑
F∈Fz
(
jF , φz
)
F
−
∑
K⊂ωz
(
rK , φz
)
K
)
=
1
|ωz|
(
A∇(u− u¯T ), ∇φz
)
ωz
.
With cz, the solution to (3.15) exists since the compatibility condition (3.17) is met
(see [9, 15]). We note that if u¯T solves (2.5) exactly, i.e., u¯T = uT , then cz = 0 for
an interior vertex by (3.18), and this is a consequence of the Galerkin orthogonality.
In the case that u¯T is not an exact solution to problem (2.5), we emphasize
again that problem (3.15) is not solvable without the presence of cz. The Galerkin
orthogonality, which occurs as the compatibility condition for (3.15) if z 6∈ ∂Ω, is
violated if u¯T is not the exact finite element approximation.
We also note that if z ∈ ∂Ω, the Galerkin orthogonality does not hold either,(
A∇uT , ∇φz
) 6= (f, φz) = (A∇u, ∇φz), since the nodal basis φz is not in the test
function space for the discretized problem in (2.5). A direct usage of (3.18) implies
cz 6= 0, yet, the degrees of freedom for σ∆z,T on the faces on ∂ωz ∩ ∂Ω are treated as
unknowns in (3.19), and cz is not needed in (3.15) on a boundary vertex z ∈ ∂Ω.
The flux correction is postprocessed by a minimization procedure locally on ωz:
(3.19)
∥∥∥A−1/2σ∆z,T ∥∥∥
0,ωz
= min
τ∈Σz,T
∥∥∥A−1/2τ∥∥∥
0,ωz
,
where Σz,T :=
{
τ ∈ RT 0−1,ωz : τ satisfies (3.15)
}
. The element-wise and the global
flux corrections are then:
(3.20) σ∆K,T :=
∑
z∈NK
σ∆z,T and σ
∆
T :=
∑
z∈N
σ∆z,T .
Lastly, a compensatory flux σcT , which is in the globally H(div)-conforming RT 0
space, is then sought using cz defined in (3.18) as data:
(3.21) ∇·σcT = −
∑
z∈NK
cz, in any K ∈ T ,
By the surjectivity of the divergence operator from RT 0 to S0, above problem has
a solution (e.g., [10, 18]). If σcT is sought using minimizing the L
2-norm, with (3.21)
7
being a constraint, then it is equivalent to seeking the solution to a mixed finite
element approximation problem in the RT 0 − S0 pair, the energy estimate in a
weighted L2-norm for σcT , which bridges it with the algebraic error, will be shown
later in Lemma 3.
The recovered flux based on the u¯T is defined as:
(3.22) σT := −A∇u¯T + σ∆T + σcT .
In practice, only σ∆T is explicitly computed. For explicit local constructions of σ
∆
T ,
we refer the readers to [15, 9]. The σcT is here to compensate the change in divergence
caused by the correction term cz, and is not needed, nor explicitly computed for the
estimator defined in (3.23).
Lemma 1. The recovered flux σT is in the conforming finite element subspace of
the duality space: σT ∈ ΣT := Σ ∩RT 0.
Proof. Using (3.15) and (3.21), together with the fact that A∇u¯T is a constant
vector on each element K, we have:
∇·σT
∣∣
K
= ∇·σ∆T +∇·σcT =
∑
z∈NK
r¯K,z = fK .
On F ∈ F , the continuity of the normal component implies σcT ∈H(div; Ω)
[[σT · n]]F = [[σ∆T · n]]F − [[A∇u¯T · n]]F =
∑
z∈N (F )
j¯F,z − jF = 0.
3.3. A posteriori total error estimator. With the recovered flux correction
defined in (3.20), we define the global error estimator ηd as:
(3.23) η
d,K
=
∥∥∥A−1/2σ∆K,T ∥∥∥
0,K
, and ηd =
∥∥∥A−1/2σ∆T ∥∥∥
0
.
The reliability we show in this section is: the total error ‖u− u¯T ‖A is bounded
by the error estimator ηd plus the algebraic error.
In (3.18), the representation of cz uses u − u¯T . Nevertheless, the, inserting the
Galerkin orthogonality into (3.18), which reads
(
A∇(u− uT ), ∇φz
)
ωz
= 0 for any
interior vertex z, we have
(3.24) cz =
1
|ωz|
(
A∇(uT − u¯T ), ∇φz
)
ωz
=
1
|ωz|
∑
K⊂ωz
(
A∇(uT − u¯T ), ∇φz
)
K
.
Now the compatibility compensation term cz using the new representation in (3.25)
can be decomposed as follows:
(3.25) cz =
∑
K⊂ωz
cz,K , with cz,K :=
1
|ωz|
(
A∇(uT − u¯T ), ∇φz
)
K
.
Lemma 2 (Nodal estimate for the compensation term). For any interior vertex
z ∈ NK , on K ⊂ ωz, cz,K satisfies the following L2-estimate with C depending on
the shape regularity of the patch ωz:
(3.26) hKA
−1/2
K ‖cz,K‖0,K ≤ C ‖uT − u¯T ‖A,K ,
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Proof. By the representation in (3.25), it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality, the fact that ‖∇φz‖0,K ≤ C h
d
2−1
K , and the shape regularity of the patch
that
|cz,K | = 1|ωz|
∣∣(A∇(u− u¯T ), ∇φz)K∣∣ ≤ 1|ωz| ‖u− u¯T ‖A,K ‖φz‖A,K
≤ C h− d2−1K A1/2K ‖u− u¯T ‖A,K .
Since cz,K is a constant on K, ‖cz‖0,K ≤ h
d
2
K |cz,K |, the validity of (3.26) is then
verified.
To bridge the energy estimate for σcT with the algebraic error, the following norms
are need: let AF := maxK⊂ωF AK , for p ∈ S0, and f ∈ L2(Ω)
(3.27) ‖f‖−1,h := sup
q∈S0
(f, q)
‖q‖1,h
, and ‖p‖1,h :=
(∑
F∈F
h−1F AF
∥∥[[p]]∥∥2
0,F
)1/2
.
Lemma 3 (A discrete energy estimate for σcT ). If σ
c
T is obtained by
(3.28)
∥∥∥A−1/2σcT ∥∥∥
0
= min
τ∈RT 0,
∇·τ=fc
∥∥∥A−1/2τ∥∥∥
0
,
where f c is defined as follows on an element K using (3.21),
(3.29) f c|K := −
∑
z∈NK
cz
then the following estimate holds:
(3.30)
∥∥∥A−1/2σcT ∥∥∥
0
≤ CA ‖uT − u¯T ‖A ,
in which C depends on the shape regularity of the triangulation, the maximum number
of elements in each ωK , and the diffusion coefficient A.
Proof. The minimizer of the problem (3.28) satisfies the following global mixed
problem: find (σcT , p) ∈RT 0 × S0
(3.31)
{(
A−1σcT , τ
)− (p, ∇·τ) = 0, ∀ τ ∈RT 0,(∇·σcT , q) = (f c, q), ∀ q ∈ S0.
By the inf-sup stability of discrete H1-L2 analysis of the mixed problem when the
shape regularity of the mesh is assumed (hF h hK for F ’s neighboring elements) ([8,
Chapter 3 §5.7]), problem (3.31) has a solution and it satisfies the following energy
estimate: letting τ = σcT , q = p, we have
(3.32)
∥∥∥A−1/2σcT ∥∥∥2
0
≤ ‖f c‖−1,h ‖p‖1,h ≤ ‖f c‖−1,h sup
τ∈RT 0
(p,∇ · τ )∥∥A−1/2τ∥∥
0
= ‖f c‖−1,h sup
τ∈RT 0
(
A−1σcT , τ
)∥∥A−1/2τ∥∥
0
≤ ‖f c‖−1,h
∥∥∥A−1/2σcT ∥∥∥
0
.
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Now, to prove the validity of the lemma, by (3.27), it suffices to show that for q ∈ S0
(3.33) (f c, q) ≤ C ‖uT − u¯T ‖A ‖q‖1,h .
To this end, first denote qK := q|K , and fc is written out explicitly using (3.29),
(3.34) (f c, q) = −
∑
K∈T
( ∑
z∈NK
cz, q
)
K
= −
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK
czqK |K|.
Using cz =
∑
K⊂ωz cz,K in (3.25) for interior vertices and cz = 0 for z ∈ ∂Ω yields,
(3.35) (f c, q) = −
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
( ∑
T⊂ωz
cz,T
)
qK |K|.
We switch the order of the summation, by summing up the inner terms cz,T last, then
the above equation becomes
(3.36)
−
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
( ∑
T⊂ωz
cz,T
)
qK |K|
= −
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
{
cz,K
( ∑
T⊂ωz
qT |T |
)}
=: −(∗),
in which for each vertex z ∈ NK , the term cz,K is only summed against qT |T | for
T ⊂ ωz. The reason is that among the terms in the original summation in (3.35), a
term involving cz,T is summed up multiplying qK |K| only when ωz ⊂ ωK .
Now on each K not touching ∂Ω, we have the following weighted average of cz,K ,
using |ωz|mK as weights, being zero for any mK that is a constant on the patch ωK :
(3.37)
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
cz,K(|ωz|mK) = mK
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
(
A∇(uT − u¯T ), ∇φz
)
K
= 0.
As a result, |ωz|mK can be inserted into (3.36), and mK is chosen as the average of
q on ωK , i.e., mK := (
∑
P⊂ωK qP |P |)/|ωK |, thus (∗) in (3.36) becomes
(3.38)∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
{
cz,K
( ∑
T⊂ωz
qT |T | − |ωz||ωK |
∑
P⊂ωK
qP |P |
)}
=
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
{
cz,K
∑
T⊂ωz
( |T |
|ωK |
∑
P⊂ωK
(qT − qP )|P |
)}
=:
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
βz,K .
For any T ⊂ ωz, if T and P ⊂ ωK are neighboring one another, |qT − qP | = |[[q]]F | on
F = ∂T ∩ ∂P ; if T and P ⊂ ωK are not sharing a common face, there always exists
a path consisting of finite many elements Ki ⊂ ωK (i = 1, . . . , nTP ) starting from
K1 := T to KnTP := P , along which the diffusion coefficient AKi is monotone, such
that Ki and Ki−1 share a face Fi, then
(3.39) |qT − qP | = |qK1 − qK2 + qK2 − qK3 . . . | ≤
nTP∑
i=1
∣∣∣[[q]]Fi∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
F∈FωK
∣∣[[q]]
F
∣∣ .
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Applying above on the innermost summation for P of (3.38), exploiting the local
shape regularity on every element in ωK , and using the fact that cz,K and [[q]]F are
constants on K and F , respectively, yields:
(3.40)
βz,K ≤ |cz,K |
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
T⊂ωz
( |T |
|ωK |
∑
P⊂ωK
(qT − qP )|P |
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |cz,K |
 ∑
T⊂ωz
|T |
∑
F∈FωK
∣∣[[q]]
F
∣∣
≤ CA−1/2K hK ‖cz,K‖0,K ·A1/2K h−1K |K|1/2
 ∑
F∈FωK
∥∥[[q]]
F
∥∥
0,F
|F |−1/2
 .
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the shape regularity of the triangulation,
(∗) can be estimated as follows:
(3.41)
(∗) ≤ C
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
A−1K h
2
K ‖cz,K‖20,K
1/2
∑
K∈T
∑
z∈NK ,z 6∈∂Ω
AK
∑
F∈FωK
h−1F
∥∥[[q]]
F
∥∥2
0,F
1/2 .
Finally, the lemma follows from Lemma 2 and definition (3.27).
Theorem 4 (Reliability of the total error estimator). The global error estimator
is reliable in the following sense:
(3.42) ‖u− u¯T ‖A ≤ ηd + CA ‖uT − u¯T ‖A .
where the reliability constant for the algebraic error is CA depending on the shape
regularity of the mesh and the coefficient A.
Proof. The reliability bound proof starts from (3.7)
‖u− u¯T ‖2A ≤ 2
(
J (u¯T )− J ∗(σT )
)
=
∥∥∥A1/2∇u¯T ∥∥∥2
0
− 2(f, u¯T )+ (A−1σT , σT ).
With σT = −A∇u¯T + σ∆T + σcT defined in (3.22), we have(
A−1σT , σT
)
=
∥∥∥A−1/2(σ∆T + σcT )∥∥∥2
0
− 2(σT , ∇u¯T )− ∥∥∥A1/2∇u¯T ∥∥∥2
0
,
which, together with the above inequality, implies
‖u− u¯T ‖2A ≤
∥∥∥A−1/2(σ∆T + σcT )∥∥∥2
0
− 2(σT , ∇u¯T )− 2(f, u¯T )
=
∥∥∥A−1/2(σ∆T + σcT )∥∥∥2
0
.
The last equality uses the fact that
(
σT , ∇u¯T
)
+
(
f, u¯T
)
= 0, which follows from
integration by parts element-wisely and Lemma 1. By the triangle inequality, we
have
‖u− u¯T ‖A ≤
∥∥∥A−1/2σ∆T ∥∥∥
0
+
∥∥∥A−1/2σcT ∥∥∥
0
= ηd +
∥∥∥A−1/2σcT ∥∥∥
0
.
Now, the theorem simply follows from estimate (3.30) in Lemma 3.
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4. Algebraic error estimation. The reliability bound (3.42) has the algebraic
part of error ‖uT − u¯T ‖A in it. In order that a stopping criterion can be inserted
into any iterative solver algorithm using this estimate, the algebraic error needs to be
estimated. Recalling the stiffness matrix A introduced in Section 2, and the iteration
matrix associated with one iteration is B from (2.7). Let the algebraic iteration error
at k-th iteration
(4.1) e(k) := uT − u(k)T ,
then the error propagation can be verified to be:
(4.2) e(k+1) = (I−BA)e(k).
Let e(k) be the function in the finite element space having e(k) as its vector represen-
tation in the nodal basis. Define the spectral radius of the error propagation matrix
I−BA as ρerr:
(4.3) ρerr := ρ(I−BA) = ‖I−BA‖2 .
Theorem 5 (Upper bound estimate of the algebraic error). If e(k) is define in
(4.1), u(k)T is the current iterate with u
(k) being its vector representation in the finite
element nodal basis. The new iterate u(k)T and u
(k) are obtained by (2.7), then the
following estimate holds:
(4.4)
∥∥∥e(k+1)∥∥∥
A
≤ ρerr
1− ρerr
∥∥∥u(k+1) − u(k)∥∥∥
A
,
or in the finite element function form:
(4.5)
∥∥∥uT − u(k+1)T ∥∥∥
A
≤ ρerr
1− ρerr
∥∥∥u(k+1)T − u(k)T ∥∥∥
A
.
Proof. Firstly we notice by the norm equivalence in (2.10), the A-norm of the
error propagation matrix is
(4.6) ‖I−BA‖A =
∥∥∥A1/2(I−BA)A−1/2∥∥∥
2
= ρ
(
I−A1/2BA1/2).
Since A1/2 is non-singular, A1/2(I − BA)A−1/2 and I − BA are similar, and their
spectrum radii coincide:
(4.7)
∥∥∥A1/2(I−BA)A−1/2∥∥∥
2
= ‖I−BA‖2 = ρ
(
I−BA) = ρerr.
Then the theorem follows the error propagation in (4.2) and a fixed point theorem by
noting that ‖I−BA‖A = ρerr < 1.
In Theorem 5, ρerr is the true rate of convergence of the solver. However, in
practice, the ρerr is not accessible during any finite iteration of the solver, unless an
eigenvalue problem is solved for the error propagation matrix I−BA. What we can
have access is the following quantity:
(4.8) ρ(k)err :=
‖rk‖2
‖rk−1‖2
,
where rk := Ae
(k) with its j-th entry being (f, φzj )−
(
A∇u(k)T , ∇φzj
)
. The following
lemma tells the convergence of ρ
(k)
err provided that the iterative solver is convergent.
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Lemma 6 (Convergence of ρ
(k)
err ). Assuming the error propagation matrix I−BA
has eigenvalues 1 > ρerr = λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN > 0, then ρ(k)err → ρerr as k →∞.
Proof. First notice that, by applying (4.2) from 0 to k in a cascading fashion,
rk = Ae
(k) = A(I−BA)ke(0) = (I−AB)kAe(0) = (I−AB)kr0.
Since A−1(I − AB)A = I − BA, they share the same eigenvectors. Suppose that
{vi}Ni=1 be the set of orthonormal eigenvectors in `2-sense corresponding to the eigen-
value set {λi}Ni=1. Let ci = r0 · vi be the coefficient of the eigen-expansion of the.
Without loss of generality, assume the multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue λ1 is 1.
Then we have:
(4.9)
ρ(k)err =
∥∥(I−AB)kr0∥∥2
‖(I−AB)k−1r0‖2
=
∥∥∥∑Ni=1 λki civi∥∥∥
2∥∥∥∑Ni=1 λk−1i civi∥∥∥
2
= λ1
∥∥∥∥∑Ni=1 ( λiλ1)k civi
∥∥∥∥
2∥∥∥∥∑Ni=1 ( λiλ1)k−1 civi
∥∥∥∥
2
= λ1
1 +
∑N
i=2 biγ
k
i
1 +
∑N
i=2 biγ
k−1
i
,
where bi := (ci/c1)
2, and γi := (λi/λ1)
2. The lemma follows from letting k → ∞.
When the multiplicity of λ1 is m ≥ 2, factoring out the first m terms and i starts
from (m+ 1) in the eigen-expansion in (4.9) yields the same result.
Lemma 7 (Monotonicity of ρ
(k)
err ). Under the same assumption as in Lemma 6,
ρ
(k)
err ≤ ρ(k+1)err , for any fixed k ∈ Z+.
Proof. By (4.9), to prove the validity of the lemma, it suffices to show that:
(4.10)
(
1 +
N∑
i=2
biγ
k
i
)2
≤
(
1 +
N∑
i=2
biγ
k−1
i
)(
1 +
N∑
i=2
biγ
k+1
i
)
,
which is equivalent to
(4.11)
2
N∑
i=2
biγ
k
i +
(
N∑
i=2
biγ
k
i
)2
≤
N∑
i=2
bi
(
γk−1i + γ
k−1
i
)
+
(
N∑
i=2
biγ
k−1
i
)(
N∑
i=2
biγ
k+1
i
)
.
Since bi ≥ 0, λi ≥ 0, and 2γi ≤ 1 + γ2i , we have
2
N∑
i=2
biγ
k
i ≤
N∑
i=2
bi
(
γk−1i + γ
k−1
i
)
,
Then it suffices to show the following inequality:
(4.12) a :=
(
N∑
i=2
biγ
k
i
)2
−
(
N∑
i=2
biγ
k−1
i
)(
N∑
i=2
biγ
k+1
i
)
≤ 0,
which will be proved by a standard inductive argument. To this end, let N = 2, it is
easy to see that (4.12) holds with equality. Next, assume that (4.12) holds for N = n.
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For N = n+ 1: we have
(4.13)
a =
(
n∑
i=2
biγ
k
i + bn+1γ
k
n+1
)2
−
(
n∑
i=2
biγ
k−1
i + bn+1γ
k−1
n+1
)(
n∑
i=2
biγ
k+1
i + bn+1γ
k+1
n+1
)
≤
(
n∑
i=2
biγ
k
i
)2
−
(
n∑
i=2
biγ
k−1
i
)(
n∑
i=2
biγ
k+1
i
)
− bn+1γk−1n+1
n∑
i=2
bi(γn+1 − γi)2γk−1i .
Now (4.12) is a direct consequence of the induction hypothesis. This completes the
proof of the lemma.
After the preparation, now we define the algebraic error estimator as follows at
the (k + 1)-th iteration of the solver: for k ≥ 1
(4.14) η(k+1)a := e
1/k ρ
(k)
err
1− ρ(k)err
∥∥∥u(k+1) − u(k)∥∥∥
A
= e1/k
ρ
(k)
err
1− ρ(k)err
∥∥∥u(k+1)T − u(k)T ∥∥∥
A
.
The e1/k factor is added to remedy the fact that ρ
(k)
err converges to ρerr from below.
Moreover, this e1/k factor makes up for the first few iterations, in which the fast
converging of the solver results ρ
(k)
err being too small to stop the solver too early.
Theorem 8 (Reliability of the algebraic error estimator). Under the same set-
ting with Theorem 5 and Lemma 6, there exists an N ∈ Z+ such that for all k ≥ N ,
(4.15)
∥∥∥e(k+1)∥∥∥
A
=
∥∥∥uT − u(k+1)T ∥∥∥
A
≤ η(k+1)a .
Proof. Denote p(k) := ρ
(k)
err , ξ(k) := p(k)/
(
1− p(k)
)
, and ξ := ρerr/(1− ρerr). By
Theorem 5, it suffices to show that: there exists an N such that for k ≥ N
(4.16) ξ ≤ e1/kξ(k).
It is straightforward to verify that ξ(k) → ξ from below as p(k) → ρerr. Moreover,
e1/kξ(k) → ξ as k → ∞. Now it suffices to show that when k is sufficiently large,
e1/kξ(k) is a decreasing function of k. Recalling from (4.9) in Lemma 6 that when
k →∞,
(4.17) p(k) ' ρerr 1 + bγ
k+1
1 + bγk
,
where γ := (λm+1/λ1)
2 < 1, and b := (cm+1/c1)
2 ≥ 0 if m is the multiplicity of the
largest eigenvalue. Taking derivative of e1/kξ(k) with respect to k leads to:
(4.18)
d
dk
(
e1/kξ(k)
)
= e1/k
−k−2p(k)(1− p(k))+ p′(k)(
1− p(k))2 .
By (4.17), we have
(4.19) p′(k) ' ρerr b(γ − 1)γ
k ln γ(
1 + bγk
)2 = O(γk).
Lastly, using above as p′(k)’s order in (4.18), and p(k)
(
1−p(k))→ ρerr(1−ρerr), since
p′(k) ' O(γk) = o(k−2) as k → ∞, ddk (e1/kξ(k)) < 0 for sufficiently large k, and the
theorem follows.
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Remark 9 (Speed up of the rate of convergence estimate). We notice that without
the correction factor in (4.14), the closer ρ
(k)
err is to ρerr, the more accurate the algebraic
estimator is. The convergence of ρ
(k)
err can be accelerated in the following way:
ρ(k)err ≈ ρerr
1 + bγk+1
1 + bγk
, and ρ(k−1)err ≈ ρerr
1 + bγk
1 + bγk−1
.
Now we define for k ≥ 2:
(4.20) ρ̂(k)err := ρ
(k)
err
ρ
(k)
err
ρ
(k−1)
err
.
And ρ̂
(k)
err converges to ρerr faster than the original ρ
(k)
err . To see this, taking derivative
of ρ̂
(k)
err with respect to k gives,
d
dk
(
ρ̂(k)err
)
= O(γk−1),
which is an order faster than the convergence of ρ
(k)
err in (4.19).
5. Numerical examples. In this this section, several examples are presented to
verify the reliability and efficiency of the estimators proposed, as well as the stopping
criteria. The following traditional adaptive finite element (AFEM) cycles read,
(5.1) SOLVE −→ ESTIMATE −→MARK −→ REFINE,
in which the step SOLVE the linear system (2.6) is solved using a direct solver exactly.
In practice, when an iterative solver, e.g., multigrid V-cycles, replaces the direct solver,
we may use the following inexact AFEM cycle with a guaranteed stopping criterion
for the first two steps designed with Theorem 4, Theorem 8, and identity (1.2) in
mind,
(5.2) ITERATE −→ ESTIMATE −→MARK −→ REFINE.
The iterative solver stops and the AFEM algorithm jumps out from the cycles between
the first two steps, whenever at the current iteration
(5.3) (Stopping criterion) : η(k)a < (tol) · η(k)d , and
∣∣∣ρ(k)err/ρ(k−1)err − 1∣∣∣ < tolρ.
The stopping criterion is checked one time every few iterations of the solver. The first
condition indicates that the estimated algebraic error drops below certain percentage
of the total error. Moreover, in order that ηa is an accurate representation of the
algebraic error
∥∥uT − u(k)T ∥∥A at k-th iteration, in light of the proof of Theorem 8,
ρ
(k)
err needs to be an accurate representation of ρerr as well, and this is the reason that
the second condition is chosen. If (5.3) is met, the AFEM algorithm moves on to
mark the elements using ηd,K in (3.23), of which the efficiency will be the topic of a
subsequent paper.
The error estimator ηd using a localized equilibrated flux solving (3.15) is imple-
mented in iFEM ([17]). The initial guess for all examples presented in this section
is a random guess with each entry of u(0) satisfying a uniform distribution in [−1, 1]
using a fixed seed for the fairness. Knowing that, in practice, when the solution uT
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from a direct solver is used, the effectivity index ε ≈ 1.5 for ηd in the pre-asymptotic
regime, where ε is defined by ε := ηd/
∥∥u− uT ∥∥A. Using the identity (1.2), empiri-
cally, the discretization contribution to the total error is approximately ηd/1.5. Now
by Theorem 8, to balance the contribution of the algebraic error and discretization
error, it is reasonable to set the tolerance tol = 2/3 ≈ 0.67 for the inexact AFEM
cycle in (5.2).
Example 1: the true solution for both example 1 and 2 is: for (x, y) ∈ (−1, 1)2
u = α
(
sin(pix) sin(piy) + 0.5 sin(4pix) sin(4piy)
)
.
The constant α is chosen such that ‖u‖A = 1. u solves −∆u = f with diffusion
coefficient A = 1. The problem is discretized on a uniform triangular mesh with
h = 1/32. The solver for is using an unpreconditioned multigrid V (1, 1)-cycle. The
convergence result for the solver is in Figure 1a. The estimated ρ(k) in Figure 1b is
presented to verify Theorem 8. Moreover, Theorem 8 is verified in Figure 1a for ηa
being an upper bound of the algebraic error. In this example, for testing purpose,
only ηa ≤ (tol)ηd in (5.3) is used as stopping criterion, for there is only 1 level and no
AFEM cycles are performed. This stopping criterion is satisfied at iteration number
2. Meanwhile, it is observed that the algebraic error
∥∥∥uh − u(k)h ∥∥∥
A
drops below the
total error
∥∥∥u− u(k)h ∥∥∥
A
after the 2nd iteration (k = 2, see Figure 1a).
For the purpose of illustration, the solver is allowed to run more iterations. The
comparison of direct-solved uh and the multigrid iteration at the 2nd iteration is shown
in Figure 2. The local efficiency of the total error estimator η
D,K
is shown in Figure 3.
In this example, if conventional way of using the relative residual measured in `2-norm∥∥Ae(k)∥∥
0
/
∥∥Ae(0)∥∥
0
as a stopping criterion is practiced, choosing a tolerance being
10−7 results the V (1, 1)-cycle iterations stop at iteration number 15. We compare the
different components in total error
∥∥∥u− u(k)h ∥∥∥
A
when the solver stops according to
different stopping criteria in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of error contributions when the iterative solver stops using
different stopping criteria, the disretization error in all cases is ‖u− uT ‖A ≈ 0.0741.
The second column stands for the iteration number when the stopping criteria are
met and the solver stops.
Stopping # Iter
∥∥u− u(k)T ∥∥A ∥∥uT − u(k)T ∥∥A
Example 1 ηa ≤ 0.67ηd 2 0.0821 0.0352
Example 1 ‖rk‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ 10−7 15 0.0741 3.4272 · 10−8
Example 2 ηa ≤ 0.67ηd 31 0.1051 0.0745
Example 2 ‖rk‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ 10−5 289 0.0741 2.7144 · 10−4
Example 2: this example uses the same problem and dicretization with Exam-
ple 1. In this example, we choose to test the stopping criterion for an unprecondi-
tioned symmetric Gauss-Seidel sweeping. It is known that GS has a much slower
rate of convergence than multigrid. Other than the stopping criterion in the inexact
AFEM cycle (5.2), we compare another stopping criterion: if the relative residual
‖rk‖2 / ‖r0‖2 ≤ 10−5, the solver stops. The comparison with the stopping criterion in
the inexact AFEM cycle (5.2) is compiled in Table 1.
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(a) The convergence of the V (1, 1)-cycles.
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Fig. 1: The convergence results for Example 1: the solution has mixed modes, the
problem is dicretized on a uniform triangular mesh, and the linear system is approx-
imated using V (1, 1)-cycle iterations.
(a) uh obtained by a direction solver. (b) u
(2)
h obtained by V (1, 1)-cycles.
Fig. 2: The comparison of the direct-solved approximation uh and the multigrid iterate
u
(2)
h in Example 1.
Example 3: this example tests the inexact AFEM cycles in Algorithm 5.3 for
the Kellogg intersecting interface problem. The Kellogg problem with a checkerboard
coefficient distribution, constructed back in [12], is commonly used benchmark for
testing the efficiency and robustness of the a posteriori error estimator ([15, 13, 14,
19, 29]):
(5.4) −∇·(A∇u) = 0, in Ω = (−1, 1)2.
A =
{
R in (0, 1)2 ∪ (1, 0)2,
1 in Ω\
(
(0, 1)2 ∪ (1, 0)2
)
.
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(a) Local energy error
∥∥∥u− u(2)h ∥∥∥A,K . (b) Local total error indicator ηD,K in (3.23).
Fig. 3: The comparison of the local error and the local error estimator in Example 1.
The exact solution u of (3.2) is given in polar coordinates (r, θ):
u = rγψ(θ) ∈ H1+γ−(Ω) for any  > 0,
where for the definition of ψ(θ) please refer to [19]. Here we set the parameter to be:
γ = 0.5, R ≈ 5.8284271247461907, ρ = pi/4, and σ ≈ 2.3561944901923448.
The AFEM cycles are applied to this problem. If the step “ITERATE” is replaced
by a direct solve, the inexact AFEM cycle (5.2) becomes an exact AFEM cycle. On
a triangulation Tm, we use the exact AFEM cycles when #(DoFm) < 500. For the
step “MARK”, we opt for the Do¨rfler marking strategy and mark the elements in the
bulk with the largest error indicators which contributes to the 50% of the total error
estimator in L2-sense. For the step “REFINE”, bisection is used.
Provided that the meshes are adaptively refined during the AFEM cycles, to
determine whether the discretized system problems need to be approximated to the
machine precision as in a direct solve (exact), or certain iterations of an MG V-cycles
suffice (inexact), a key measure is to check the rates of convergence r,. The rate of
convergence r (notice this is different from the rate of convergence ρerr for the solver
in Section 4) satisfies the following:
(5.5)
∥∥u− u¯Tm∥∥A ∼ O(#(DoFm)−r),
where m stands for the numbering of the different levels of triangulations {Tm}, and
#DoFm is the number of degrees of freedom on Tm. u¯Tm is the final output of the
iterative solver on Tm when exiting the AFEM cycles. Note that, if the iterate u¯Tm
is replaced by a direct solve approximation uTm , and the mesh has been adaptively
refined with an efficient local indicator to produce a sequence of meshes T1 ⊂ T2 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Tm, the optimal rate of convergence is O(#(DoFm)−1/2) predicted by the a
posteriori error estimator’s reliability bound for the direct solve uTm . This is to say,
the optimal rate is achieved with r ≈ 1/2. Now if r is close to 1/2 for an inexact
AFEM cycle, then it implies that the stopping criterion produces an accurate enough
approximation to properly guide the adaptive mesh refining procedure.
Another measure is the effectivity index ε for the total error estimator on the
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finest level of mesh:
(5.6) ε :=
ηd(u¯Tm )∥∥u− u¯Tm∥∥A .
For this example, we choose tol = 0.67 and tolρ = 0.1 for the stopping criterion in
the inexact AFEM cycle (5.2). The stopping criterion (5.3) are checked every three
V (1, 1)-cycles. Both the rate of convergence and the effectivity index are reported in
Table 2. Table 2 also contains the number of AFEM cycles needed to reach a relative
error of
∥∥u− u¯Tm∥∥A / ‖u‖A < 1%, starting from the mesh with #(DoF) = 320. The
adaptively generated meshes for both exact and inexact AFEM cycle with #(DoF) ≈
2000 are shown in Figure 5. The local error distribution is shown in Figure 6.
Table 2: Comparison of the convergence of the inexact AFEM cycle Algorithm
5.3 to the AFEM cycle with exact solve in Example 3 when the relative error is
approximately 1%. r is the rate of convergence, ε is the effectivity index, and
m = #(AFEM cycles) performed. The (#Dof) and relative energy error are the
ones on the finest level.
r ε m # Dof
∥∥errorTm∥∥A / ‖u‖A
Inexact AFEM 0.53996 1.4542 14 20337 0.008857
Exact AFEM 0.55085 1.4495 14 20359 0.008829
Number of Degrees of Freedom
10 3 10 4
E
rr
or
M
ag
n
it
u
d
e
10 -1
Total energy error versus total error estimator
‖∇(u− uh)‖
(#Dof)−0.55085
η(uh)
(#Dof)−0.55365
(a) The convergence of the exact AFEM cy-
cles.
Number of Degrees of Freedom
10 3 10 4
E
rr
or
M
ag
n
it
u
d
e
10 -1
Total energy error versus total error estimator
‖∇(u− uh)‖
η(uh)
‖∇(u− u¯h)‖
(#Dof)−0.53996
η(u¯h)
(#Dof)−0.54155
(b) The convergence of the inexact AFEM cy-
cles.
Fig. 4: The convergence results of the inexact vs exact AFEM cycles for Example
3: when the #(DoFm) ≥ 500, the iterative solver is adopted for the discretized liner
system.
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